
A combined 7 stage, order 4 and 5 Runge-Kutta scheme with an additional 8 stage, order 4 FSAL embedded

scheme

See: An Efficient Runge-Kutta (4,5) Pair by P.Bogacki and L.F.Shampine 

        Computers and Mathematics with Applications, Vol. 32, No. 6, 1996, pages 15 to 28

The nodes of this scheme are the same as for the Bogacki and Shampine scheme.
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The principal error norm, that is, the 2-norm of the principal error terms is:  0.1512645777 x 10
( )−4

.

The principal error norm of the 7 stage, order 4 embedded scheme is:  0.7432083298 x 10
( )−4

. 

The principal error norm of the 8 stage, order 4 embedded scheme is:  0.7429492576 x 10
( )−4

. 

The maximum magnitude of the linking coefficients is:  1.190800438.

The 2-norm of the linking coefficients is:  2.297868769.

The stability region for the order 5 scheme is shown in the following picture.

The stability region of this scheme is the same as for the Bogacki and Shampine scheme.

The real stability interval of the order 5 scheme is  [ ],−3.9879 0 . 

The stability regions for the two embedded order 4 schemes are very similar in size and shape to that of the order 4 scheme.

The real stability intervals for the 7 stage and 8 stage, order 4 schemes are respectively   [ ],−4.0293 0  and   [ ],−4.0209 0 . 

The following picture shows the result of distorting the boundary curve of the stability region of the order 5 scheme horizontally by taking

the 11th root of the real part of points along the curve.

The stability region intersects the nonnegative imaginary axis in the interval   [ ],0 1.6643 .



The coefficients are as follows:

c[2]=1/6, 

c[3]=2/9, 

c[4]=3/7, 

c[5]=2/3, 

c[6]=3/4, 

c[7]=1, 

c[8]=1, 

 

a[2,1]=1/6, 

a[3,1]=2/27, 

a[3,2]=4/27, 

a[4,1]=183/1372, 

a[4,2]=-162/343, 

a[4,3]=1053/1372, 

a[5,1]=68/297, 

a[5,2]=-4/11, 

a[5,3]=42/143, 

a[5,4]=1960/3861, 

a[6,1]=32575/1096128, 

a[6,2]=81/352, 

a[6,3]=38673/395824, 

a[6,4]=2421335/14249664, 

a[6,5]=77/346, 

a[7,1]=2218605592257973/11003713657896960, 

a[7,2]=-63/143, 

a[7,3]=1473430904732051/3532056235868160, 

a[7,4]=2549732718751057/3649190753894400, 

a[7,5]=-13054508705469277/12226348508774400, 

a[7,6]=21360483/17937920, 

a[8,1]=539/7344, 

a[8,2]=0, 

a[8,3]=190269/671840, 

a[8,4]=362551/1790100, 

a[8,5]=-81/13600, 

a[8,6]=48448/130815, 

a[8,7]=13/170, 

 

b[1]=539/7344, 

b[2]=0, 

b[3]=190269/671840, 

b[4]=362551/1790100, 

b[5]=-81/13600, 

b[6]=48448/130815, 

b[7]=13/170, 

 

b^[1]=137189/1827840, 

b^[2]=0, 

b^[3]=6386607/23152640, 

b^[4]=69923/326400, 

b^[5]=-118311/6092800, 

b^[6]=201/532, 

b^[7]=13/170,



b*[1]=14222516/196928415, 

b*[2]=0, 

b*[3]=13/45, 

b*[4]=908468771/4726281960, 

b*[5]=33/3335, 

b*[6]=212565968/590785245, 

b*[7]=2066857/29174580, 

b*[8]=214645/35009496.
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